
CAPABILITY STATEMENT
Originated in 2016, C&S Logistics, Inc. is a small commercial
carrier located in Clifton, TN, specializing in specialty, oversize
and overweight freight with a focus on civilian and military
aviation projects. We pride ourselves on providing our
customers with service beyond industry norm at a fair price.
C&S Logistics is capable of handing freight from 50lbs to
70,000lbs as well as oversize escorted loads of all shapes and
sizes. The focus of our business is customers with specialty
high value loads that require a carrier that provides exceptional
service, communication and the ability to be flexible.

Capabilities
• Cradle to grave movements
• Estimates and bidding
• Complex and high value moves
• Ability to obtain security clearances
• Capable of operating in all the lower 48
• 24hr POC during projects and photo documentation of
progress.

• Load Tracking
• Asset Tracking
• Camera Monitoring - 4 view
• RMCI H.U.M.S. installed on truck for maintenance
monitoring

• Able to obtain all necessary permits as required
• Escorts for security as well as required by state and local
law.

• Access to aviation shipping equipment and technicians
• Ability to obtain specialized insurance with Loyds of London
for high value loads.

Equipment
• 35T RGN w/30’ well, 10’ front deck and 13’ covered rear
deck, 3’ pull out outriggers, adjustable ride height and 20”
deck height. Max load weight 70,000lbs

• 53’ Stepdeck w/ ramps and load levelers Max load weight
70,000lbs

For additional information about C&S Logistic Inc’s capabilities,
please contact our office at (931) 896-3054 or email us at
curtisanderegg@cslogisticsinc.net Visit our website at
cslogisticsinc.net to learn more.

TIN: 81-2824676

DUNS: 109355262

CAGE Code: 8QUU2

SAM ID No.: HM5NCRM1V65

SAM Certification: 1.5yrs

Contract Expiration: Aug 24,2022

NAICS Codes:

484121General Freight Trucking, Long-

Distance, Truckload (Primary)

484230 Specialized Freight (Except Used

Goods) Trucking, Long-Distance

Precision Aircraft Services

Precision Heliparts

Altus Technology Solutions, LLC

Superior Aviation

Pearl Equipment Company
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In the summer of 2020 Altus was tasked with transporting a full-scale MH-139 Greywolf helicopter
from Eglin, Florida to China Lake, California, more than 2,000 miles and over the road since the
aircraft flight certification had expired. This effort was time critical to support Department of
Defense testing on this new acquisition aircraft, with the following logistical challenges:

1. Aircraft had to be mechanically prepared for shipment, including removing the rotor blades
and de-servicing the struts to allow for overhead clearance during transport.

2. For surface protection, the entire aircraft needed to be wrapped for transport.
3. Crane services were required to onload the aircraft in Eglin, FL.
4. Transportation was cross country, through several states, and required special oversize load

permitting through every state along the route.
5. All of this needed to be done with Altus 2,000 miles away.

Altus’ goal was to find a vendor who could provide a full-service logistics solution to cover 1 though
5 above and be capable of performing these functions without Altus personnel present at Eglin.
Several vendors were contacted with almost all stating they could perform some but not all the
functions requested, meaning Altus would likely need to issue multiple contracts and coordinate
multiple vendor activities from across the country. Altus then contacted C&S Logistics out of Clifton,
Tennessee who provide a quote that could accomplish all requirements, including access of
personnel to restricted areas and specialized insurance, they also beat out all others on price.

In September 2020 C&S Logistics was contracted via Purchase Order Approval (POA) and they got to
work putting together a full-service team, one which could provide proper maintenance, onsite
wrapping of the aircraft, crane services, and over the road transportation from Florida to California.
Not only did C&S accomplish all requirements as contracted, but they also led the effort onsite in
Florida to ensure all team members met their requirements without issue, transported the aircraft
cross country in minimal time, and arrived onsite China Lake with zero damage to this valuable asset.

As ProgramManager for Altus, I cannot be more pleased with the service provided by C&S Logistics,
they really came through and performed flawlessly. I will without a doubt be reaching out for our
next complex logistics requirements.

Sincerely,

Shawn M. Pearcy
Altus Technology Solutions, LLC.
Weapons Survivability Laboratory ProgramManager


